GLASS MEMO PLANNER
BI-OFFICE GLASS SERIES
BI-OFFICE GLASS COLLECTION
Very smooth writing surface
Magnetic and dry erase
Tempered glass for safer use
Versatile as you can use a variety of markers
Supplied with two magnets, wall fixing kit and instructions
SIZE

Week Planner

Month Planner

Annual Planner

Year Planner

780x480

GL163301

GL163601

GL163701

GL163501

GLASS COLLECTION
GLASS ALLOWS A UNIQUE WRITING EXPERIENCE
Glass allows a unique writing experience. No other writing surface allows such
pleasant free writing. To this glass inspiring surface, Bi-Office added a premium
design with metal chromed structures that gives the products an elegant and
modern appearance.

GLASS MOBILE EASEL
GLASS REVOLVING BOARD
GLASS MEMO TILES
GLASS MEMO BOARD
GLASS MEMO PLANNER

www.bi-office.com
info@bisilque.com

DISCOVER OUR PRODUCTS INSIDE
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GLASS MOBILE EASEL

GLASS MEMO TILES

BI-OFFICE GLASS SERIES

BI-OFFICE GLASS SERIES

Versatility and smoothness are the two words that better describe the Bi-Office glass board
product range. Glass is a superb writing surface and fits any modern and stylish decoration.
The combination of glass and chromed elements enhance the premium elegance of the
product and make it unique as a communication aid.

Versatility and smoothness are two words that better describe the Bi-Office glass board
product range. Considering its core component, glass, it has little to no trims making
it extremely easy to fit with any modern or more classical décor. Being a almost free
resistance surface it allow the user to have a “silky” writing experience that we hope will
motive to keep track of every task and meeting and thank to its magnetic surface will allow
the posting of important notes.

Versatile and functional elegance
Glass surface with magnetic properties
Tempered glass for safer use with 4 mm thickness
Smooth writing
Robust metal chromed structure with metal plate tray
Includes 2 magnetic extension bars that allow you to present up to 3 sheets of paper
Full mobility, portable and extremely versatile angle board usage
Adjustable pad clamp, for use with any flipchart pad
Mobile base with 5 locking castors
Flexible usage: you can use a variety of markers
Pen tray, mounting kit and instructions included

SIZE

Extra Strong Magnets
Pratical and easy to use. Ideal for Bi-office
Glass Collection

Elegant and functional decor element
Smooth writing
Glass surface with magnetic properties
Tempered glass for safer use
4 mm thickness
Available colors: white, red and black
Versatile as you can use a variety of markers
Wall fixing kit, 2 magnets and instructions included

SIZE

Surface Color

380X380

White

GL140101

380X380

Black

GL140201

380X380

Red

GL140301

480x480

White

GL150101

480x480

Black

GL150201

480x480

Red

GL150301

780x480

White

GL160101

Black

GL160201

Surface Color

Code

780x480

White

GEA4850116

200x800

White

GL170101

200x800

Black

GL170201

Euro

Code
Set of 2

GLASS REVOLVING
BOARD
BI-OFFICE GLASS SERIES

Versatility and smoothness are the two words that better describe the Bi-Office
glass board product range. Glass is a superb writing surface and fits any modern
and stylish decoration. The combination of glass and chromed elements enhance
the premium elegance of the product and make it unique as a communication aid.
Mobile and versatile board
Smooth writing
Glass surface with magnetic properties
Laminated glass for safer use
8 mm thickness
Robust metal chromed structure
Polished stainless steel tray
Board rotates through its horizontal axis
Mobile base with 4 locking castors
Flexible usage: you can use a variety of markers
Mounting kit and instructions included
SIZE

Surface Color

Code

1200x900

White

GQR0350

1500x1200

White

GQR0450

Code

IM070308

GLASS MEMO BOARD
AaR

BI-OFFICE GLASS SERIES
Glass is a superb writing surface and fits any modern and stylish
decoration. This board brings your presentation to life in a very
sophisticated and elegant way.
The glass magnetic and dry erase surface has a unique free flowing
writing and can be enhanced with equally elegant magnet accessories.
Elegant presentation element
Glass surface with magnetic properties
Tempered glass for safer use
4 mm thickness
Versatile as you can use a variety of markers
Pen tray, mounting kit and instructions included

SIZE

Surface Color

Code

900x600

White

GL070101

1200x900

White

GL080101

1500x1200

White

GL110101

Glass Ink Markers
Colorful markers. Washable.
Code
Set of 4

PE3008

